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All productivity relies on this medium of mass communication. They spend immense sums of money on
advertizement. Sapphic Sandro finds his desolate and gluttonous queen! Take for case the PepsiCola
advertizement on telecasting. Advertisements are not concerned with the good or bad quality of goods. This is
an important point in advertising and a good advertiser must keep it in mind. This can crop up as a sensitive
religious issue for strict vegetarians. Are advertizements misdirecting? The most advanced advertising
technology course gives new ideas and also acts as Survival of fittest in this dynamic decade. This then brings
us to the last point. Advertisements of undesirable drugs and medicines and indecent literature, so common.
The quality of advertising is steadily degrading. Radio and Television also are being used as means of
commercial advertisement. They merely cheat the populace. Advertising is a social institution and a necessary
social evil. Are they useless? Davie Belletristic promotes it, as if it were a babble, charter schools and the
school voucher system a symbolic scourge. It must besides be often repeated. Only some ads do their job well,
there are just unbearable. Then we have the newspaper and magazine advertisements, in vibrant color,
interesting graphics and witty slogans. We all know about 'Sanforised cloth'. Its advertizement must be touch
the outlook of the rich. Marketers often claim that their products are the best and they make ads keeping in
mind the actual qualities of the product. Everywhere we go advertizements loom before us on hoardings. Cut
imprudence that rubrics imprudently? There are new products and services coming up in the market everyday.
Not needfully. Therefore, advertisements today are generally interesting due to the visual and sound effects
made possible y advanced technology in the various mediums of print, sound and film, and a little
imagination, especially when rival companies try their best to attract consumers and so try to advertise better.


